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Introduction 

This document intends to provide information about the Albert E Pease organ 
situated in the Holy Trinity Anglican Church, York, Western Australia, for the purpose 
of entering a project of complete restoration of that instrument.   

This is intended to be a reference document for both the Parish Council and 
congregation of Holy Trinity Anglican Church and for the Directors of the Organ 
Historical trust of Australia, through whom it is hoped a mechanism of funding the 
restoration will be secured.  This will also provide some expected guidelines and 
ground rules for the restoration project. 

The pipe organ is a musical device which contains one or more sets of pipes, a wind 

system, and one or more keyboards.  The pipes produce sound when pressurized air 

produced by the wind system passes through them.  An action connects the 

keyboards to the pipes.  Stops allow the organist to control which ranks of pipes 

sound at a given time.  The organist operates the stops and the keyboards from the 

console of the organ2. 

The ancestor of the pipe organ was built some 3,000 years ago 

in China.  The sheng (mouth-blown free reed wind instrument 

consisting of usually 17 bamboo pipes) is a direct ancestor of 

the pipe organ as we now know it.  Mouth organs similar to the 

sheng are first mentioned in Chinese texts dating from the 14th 

to 12th centuries BC3, and actual instruments survive from the 

Han dynasty (206 BC–220 AD)4.  Organs, pan pipes and various 

types of flutes were used in many ancient cultures, but it was 

during the period of the Greek and following Roman Empires 

that history records remarkable development of mechanical 

organ construction (i.e. with the essential components of pipes, 

regulated wind and playing mechanism) and use.  When those 

civilizations declined, the organ continued to develop through 

the powerful and wealthy Byzantine, Persian and Arabic 

empires. 

The Hydraulis is the earliest known mechanical pipe organ5. It was invented in the 

3rd century BC by Ctesibius of Alexandria6, culminating prior attempts to apply a 

mechanical wind supply to a large set of panpipes.  Its pipes stood on top of a wind 

chest that was connected to a conical wind reservoir.  The reservoir was supplied 

with air by one or two pumps.  For the pipes to sound evenly, the wind chest 

needed steady air pressure.  The open bottom of the cone was set in a tall outer 

container half filled with water.  When air pressure in the cone was low, the water 

 
2  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pipe_organ 
3  http://www.silkroadproject.org/MusicArtists/Instruments/Sheng 
4  https://www.britannica.com/art/sheng-musical-instrument 
5  https://www.britannica.com/art/hydraulis 
6  https://www.britannica.com/biography/Ctesibius-of-Alexandria 
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level rose inside it, compressing the air and restoring the former air pressure.  The 

player operated keys or, on some instruments, sliders that let air into the pipes. 

The Hydraulis was used at outdoor public entertainments; its sound was loud and 

penetrating.  Its use declined in the West by the 5th century ad, although Arab 

writers of the 9th century refer to it. 

There was said to be an organ in the Temple of David in Jerusalem7 that was so 

powerful it could be heard in Jericho – 16 kilometres away.  There is a notation in 

The Talmud that mentions the Hydraulis was not used inside the Temple because its 

sound is “pleasant but disrupts the melody”, instead a Magreifa (a ten rank, ten key 

organ) was used inside8.  Jesus would probably have heard this organ when He lived 

and worked in the Jerusalem area.  The Jews of the time certainly knew about the 

early pipe organ, but it would have been destroyed in AD70 along with the Temple.  

They did have organs in synagogues in Hamburg and Berlin, Germany, in the early 

1800s, but there was no organ again in Jerusalem till the nation of Israel was 

restored to them in 1946 and European organs were brought in to the churches. 

With the event of the more recent Christian era, sometime in the 6th century the 

Arabic organ was adopted to use in Christian worship and the art of organ building 

reached new heights of development.  The early organs were very noisy, and the 

common practice was for the organ to play the tune of a hymn then the 

congregations would sing unaccompanied in alternate verse.  Nevertheless, the early 

forms of the pipe organ remained the most complex human-built machine up to the 

advent of the mechanical clock in 13th century and has the longest history of any 

western instrument.  By the 13th century technology and musical beauty had been 

incorporated into organ design in England, Ireland, France, Holland, Italy and 

Germany, and the instrument became very widely used in those countries.  More 

repertoire was created for the pipe organ than any other single instrument9. 

The Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque periods in European history saw huge leaps in 

organ development and the construction of really huge pipe organs.  It is during this 

time that the Pedal organ came in to being.  By the 17th century organs of two or 

more manuals were being built.  From this advance of additional versatility and tonal 

beauty, the organ became a widespread instrument of praise and worship, spreading 

with the colonial outreaches of Europe throughout the world. 

And so, through this expansive history, we finally arrive at Western Australia.  The 

Swan River Colony was proclaimed in 1829 and, by 1831, York had been opened for 

settlement.  A town was established in 1835 with the release of town allotments and 

the first buildings were erected in 183610. 

York, the oldest inland country town in Western Australia, is fortunate to have two 

very good 19th century English organs dating from the end of the Victorian Era.  This 

 
7  “The Organ”, William Leslie Sumner 
8  Talmud Bavli, Arakhin 10b and 11a 
9  https://www.britannica.com/art/organ-musical-instrument 
10  Hasluck, Paul ("Polygon") (12 September 1931). "Centenary of York – The First Inland Settlement". The West Australian. 
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study will focus on the organ in the Holy Trinity Anglican church and will draw some 

interesting conclusions about the relationship of both of the organs. 

For a town of its size, there are more heritage buildings in York than in any other 

town in Western Australia.  Not only that, the entire town has been declared a 

"Historic Town" by the National Trust of Australia.  The streets of York are lined with 

buildings both big and small that evoke the essence of the nineteenth century.  The 

main street, Avon Terrace, remains almost exactly as it was in 1911, the year that 

the spectacular Town Hall was constructed.  But behind the main street lie a wealth 

of historic houses and cottages and places of interest each with its own story and of 

the generation of people who lived in them11. 

 

12 
The Co-Op, Post Office and Court House, York 

 

  

 
11  AM (Tony) Clack and Jenni McColl, York Sketchbook, The York Society, 2003 
12   Photograph: Michal Lewi 
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The Anglican Church in York 

The original Anglican Church, on the western banks of the Avon River in York, was 

made of mud bricks and built in 1840, consecrated in 184813.  This was the first 

church to be built in rural Western Australia. It was dedicated to St John the 

Evangelist.  New glebe lands were granted to the parish on the east side of the river 

in 1849 and a parsonage was built in 1852 in Victorian Rustic Gothic style14.  

The Holy Trinity church, on the east side of the Avon River was constructed in 1854 

and consecrated in 1858.  The architect was Richard Roach Jewell15, a prominent 

figure in the design of many of Western Australian early buildings.  It is built in 

Victorian Romanesque style.  When first constructed, it consisted of a nave and a 

small porch, but was designed to have a “lofty spire” above the tower and to 

accommodate 250 people.  This building was subsequently enlarged in 1873, 1893 

and 1907.  The 1893 enlargement included raising the roof, construction of the bell 

tower and addition of chancel and vestries16.  The organ was built by Albert E Pease 

and installed in 1898.  The 1907 enlargement included the construction of the 

transept where the organ now resides.  Both churches were operating and 

maintained until 1905 when the second Saint John’s church building was moved 

across the river to the Holy Trinity site and re-erected to become the parish hall17. 

The church building is noted for its modern stained-glass windows and altar panels, 

both the work of renowned Australian artist Robert Juniper18.  The original High Altar 

and Walsingham Shrine feature Juniper's paintings19.  The peal of eight bells were 

specially cast for York and are hung in the bell tower which was restored after partial 

destruction in the 1968 earthquake which destroyed the nearby town of Meckering.  

The total weight of the peal is 1,019.68 kg and the bell specifications are (weight 

expressed traditionally as hundredweight-quarter-pound) 20: 

BELL DIAMETER NOTE WEIGHT (cwt-qtr-lbs) 
Tenor 2’ 4” D 4-2-16 520 lbs 236 kg 

Seventh 2’1 3/8” E 3-1-24 388 lbs 176 kg 

Sixth 1’ 11” F# 2-2-04 284 lbs 129 kg 

Fifth 1’ 10” G 2-1-06 258 lbs 117 kg 

Fourth 1’ 8 1/2” A 2-0-00 224 lbs 102 kg 

Third 1’ 7 1/2” B 1-3-06 202 lbs 91.6 kg 

Second 1’ 6 5/8” C# 1-2-16 184 lbs 83.5 kg 

Treble 1’ 6 1/8” D 1-2-18 186 lbs 84.4 kg 

  

 
13  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holy_Trinity_Church,_York,_Western_Australia 
14  A.M. Clack and Jenni McColl: York Sketchbook 
15  Perth Gazette and Independent Journal of Politics and News 3 November 1854, p.2. 
16  A.M. Clack and Jenni McColl: York Sketchbook 
17  Ward, Malcolm (1957), Holy Trinity York and Western Australia. Government Photographer (1900) 
18  A.M. Clack and Jenni McColl: York Sketchbook 
19  http://www.yorkwa.com.au/Tourism/03Trinity.htm 
20  From “Inscriptions on the Bells”, Rev. Peter John Mold 
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The Organ 

 

 

The organ was built by Albert Edward Pease, of Stoke Newington, London and 

installed in 1898. Pease was one of a band of small London organ builders working 

in the last decade of the 19th century21.  His business operated from 1890 to 190922, 

after which it was taken over by Alfred Monk, London23, who, coincidently, built the 

other slightly older pipe organ in York (Wesley Uniting Church). 

Albert Pease was a well-known organ builder of the time and produced organs that 

were robustly and simply constructed but were not the most expensive.  They were 

designed to last and as a result, were not at the cutting edge of organ building at 

the time although they did use high quality materials.  The firm had a catalogue of 

their range of standard organs and prospective purchasers chose the size and design 

of organ that suited both their church and budget.  Most of the organs however 

were of very similar specification and design, being small, two manual instruments 

with a full pedal board.  They mostly had less than speaking 12 stops.  His 

workshops were in Stoke Newington, London, and the firm mainly built organs for 

use in the UK, but they were also exported organs all over the world, including USA, 

Australia and Canada, where a few still survive24.  The only other example of this 

builder's work in Australia was, until it was totally dismembered in 1986, in the 

Central Baptist Church Launceston, Tasmania25.  The organ in that location was built 

in 1886.  It was a considerably smaller instrument than the organ in York, of one 

manual and six registers.  The organ was altered and enlarged several times and 

parts of that organ now exist in the Reformed Church, Launceston, in an organ built 

by Hans Meijer in 1986. 

Robert Elms wrote:  

“There are few organs remaining in West Australia of historical importance; most 

which had a claim have been altered beyond recognition.  Unfortunately there is no 

protection for organs which form part of our heritage in this State.  The oldest organ 

in original condition is the 1891 Hill & Son instrument in St John's Church, Albany.  

 
21  https://btsarnia.org/2019/03/20/st-marys-church-cricklade/ 
22  The Benefice of Twyford, Owslebury, Morestead and Colden Common, parish website 
23  https://www.npor.org.uk/ 
24  http://www.saveourpipeorgan.org/ 
25  https://ohta.org.au/organs/organs/HOLYTRINITYYORK.html 
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Two others have a unique significance historically. One, by English builder Albert 

Pease (in Holy Trinity Anglican Church, York), is in original condition, having been 

restored recently without alteration.  This organ, according to English organbuilder 

N.P. Mander, is the only remaining unaltered example of its builder's work and one of 

only two Pease organs still in existence.  The other is the Albert Moser organ in the 

Benedictine Abbey ProCathedral in New Norcia.  This large twomanual organ has a 

most unusual specification, together with a number of unusual features; it also has 

survived unaltered stylistically apart from the electrification of the console.  There 

are a few others: an original Fuller in Scots Church, Fremantle; a Monk in Wesley 

Church, York; and a Hill & Son in St Luke's Church, Mosman Park.  In addition, 

there are the two largely unaltered Clifton organs: one in St John's, Kalgoorlie and 

the other at St Alban's, Highgate, both of which are of great significance.  Little else 

remains.”26 

Albert Edward Pease, organ builder, operated his business in the period 1890 to 

1909 in London27.  He is known to have traded from two addresses: Kenmure Yard, 

Kenmure Rd, Hackney, London, from 1890 to 1891, and from 49 Grayling Rd, Stoke 

Newington, London, 1896 to 190928.  There does not appear to be any personal 

information available on Albert Pease and it is assumed that his business reverted to 

Alfred Monk because of his death.  Alfred Monk, born 1848, also traded as an organ 

builder of some renown in London in the period 1862 to 192629.  He built the organ 

for Wesley Uniting Church York in 1895, so the coincidence of these two organ 

builders constructing an organ on the other side of the world for churches a mere 

stone’s throw apart cannot be underestimated.  There is no proven link between the 

two, and the organs’ construction is not alike enough to suggest they come from the 

same stable.  The premises of Monk at the time of construction of both these organs 

was 28 Hilldrop Rd, Islington, London, where he had operated since 1891.  As a 

matter of conjecture, Pease may have been using Monk’s premises in the period 

1891 till he re-established himself in Stoke Newingtion in 1896.  These properties 

are just over three kilometres from each other, separated then by the Great 

Northern Railway at Finsbury Park and, now, the Arsenal Football Club headquarters 

in the Emirates Stadium in the central north of London30. 

Alfred Monk built 67 of his pipe organs for installations throughout Great Britain and 

a number of others exported to other countries, although information on these is 

difficult to obtain.  Mostly his exported organs went to Europe; some also went to 

Africa and Asia.  There are no other known organs by Alfred Monk in Australia, 

although there are some components in the large organ in Randwick Uniting Church, 

Sydney, built by him for W G Rendall, an Adelaide organ builder31. 

 
26  Extract from “A short account of organs and organ building in Western Australia” by J.R. Elms https://ohta.org.au/wp-content/ 
27  Trade Directories: Kelly London 1890-91; Kelly London Suburban 1896/98/1900-02; Kelly London County 1903-09 
28  https://www.npor.org.uk/NPORView.html 
29  https://www.npor.org.uk/NPORView.html 
30  https://www.google.com.au/maps/ 
31  Gazetteer of New South Wales Organs 
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It would not be beyond the realms of possibility to suggest that the coincidences of 

Pease and Monk, living in the same neighbourhood and building organs of a similar 

nature for places on the other side of the world, did not have some interaction with 

each other.  What is fact is that the only organs they sent to Australia both survive 

in the same town in the churches that they were built for.  The Launceston organ 

was dismembered and cannot be counted in the surviving organs of Albert Pease. 

The organ at Holy Trinity Anglican Church is in a free standing case of pitch pine, of 

a simple design with two towers of pipes and one flat.  The organ was purchased for 

£200 (Two hundred pounds) FOB London, shipped to Albany, Western Australia, 

from where it came overland to York32.  The pipes are decorated in an original florid 

design with gilding on a teal ground colour with darker blue and tan bands.  The 

organ now is placed in the right transept adjacent to the sanctuary, opposite the bell 

tower.  Early records indicate that the organ may have been originally located where 

the Walsingham Shrine now stands33.  However, the physical size of the organ would 

indicate that this is impossible and that it is more likely the organ stood at the 

western end of the nave.  The decorative design of the instrument lends credibility 

to this location: the pedal pipes on the right of the case are decorated, indicating 

that they faced into the nave of the church and that the façade pipes and console 

would have been at right angles to the congregation34. 

35 

 
32  Holy Trinity Church York, A Brief Guide (undated pamphlet) 
33  Holy Trinity Church York, A Brief Guide (undated pamphlet) 
34  Observation of Bruce Duncan and Graham Devenish, 07 December 2019. 
35  Photographs: Bruce Duncan unless otherwise noted 
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This is a two manual and pedal instrument with Great, Swell and Pedal divisions.  

Placement of the divisions is standard for a small organ: Great above the impost; 

Swell behind the Great with the six bass pipes of the Horn Diapason outside the box; 

Pedal mounted on two separate chests at either side of the case.  Mechanisms and 

blowing are below the windchests.  The console is integrated into the organ case.  

At some time glass doors were added to the front of the console and a slide-out 

keydesk cover abandoned.  Some parts of the original cover remains in situ. 

Manual keys are ivory covered naturals and ebony sharps with the 56 notes in the 

compass C-ggg.  The pedalboard is straight and concave with natural notes made of 

boxwood and 30 notes in the compass C-f.  Keying action is mechanical. 

Stops action is mechanical and activated by drawknobs set flat into the jambs, 

arrayed Swell and Couplers on left, Great and the single Pedal stop on right.  Stop 

label material is ivory caps on turned wood spindles.  The Swell mechanism is 

activated by a hitch-down lever on the right of the pedalboard. 

The Couplers are GT to PED 8', SW to GT 8', SW to PED 8'.  There are four 

combination toe trundles: SW m, SW mf, GT mf and GT f.  These combinations are 

pre-set and cannot be adjusted by the player. 

Winding is by single phase electric blowing to slider wind chests.  The original hand-

blowing mechanism is intact and can be used when electric blowing is not activated 

or unavailable. 

The organ stop list is: 36 

GREAT Open Diapason 8' metal, open   56 pipes  

 Stopped Diapason 8' (Bass) 
56 pipes 

 Clarabella 8'  (Tenor) 

 Viol D'Amour 8'  56 pipes 

 Harmonic Flute 4' metal, open 56 pipes 

 Geigen Principal 4' metal, open   56 pipes 

 Fifteenth 2' metal, open   56 pipes 

    

SWELL Horn Diapason 8' wood, stopped, 6 pipes outside box 56 pipes 

 Gamba 8'  56 pipes 

 Lieblich Gedact 8' wood, stopped 56 pipes  

 Gemshorn 4'  56 pipes  

 Flauto Traverso 4'  56 pipes 

 Piccolo 2'   metal, open   56 pipes 

 Oboe 8'   metal, capped 56 pipes 

    

PEDAL Bourdon 16' wood, stopped 30 pipes 

    

 

 
36  Historical records confirmed by Bruce Duncan, current organist of the church (2019) 
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There is a total of 758 pipes arrayed over fifteen speaking stops37.  The organ pipes 

all are original to the build of this instrument. 

It is recorded that, just six years after it was installed, the organ was restored in 

1904 by J E Dodd, Adelaide.  It is not unknown for organ arriving from Europe to 

suffer severe drying of the timbers because of the different humidity and heat 

experienced in Australia.  It is quite possible that the early work was to remedy 

cracked or split timbers38, but there is no record of what was performed.  It is also 

possible that this was this was a tuning and regulation of the organ after the settling 

period of six years since installation.  Another possibility is that it may have been 

preparation for further (or continuing?) “restoration”, which included the relocation 

of the organ from the western end of the church to the current location in the new 

transept in 1907 by J.E. Dodd, Adelaide.  There was a full refurbishment of the 

organ in 1982 by F.J. Larner & Co., Perth, but this did not include re-leathering the 

pallets.  Unfortunately there are no records of what was performed in these 

intermediate works.  The sloppiness of the manual action was rectified in 2003/2004 

by Pipe Organs W.A., Perth39. 

The organ has been maintained by Pipe Organs W.A. since 2003. 

In 2019 it was necessary to stabilise the rack boards in the Swell division and repair 

badly distorted foot cones on some metal pipes.  Remedial voicing was carried out 

on the affected pipes.  At the same time it was necessary to allow access to the 

pedal action for maintenance and adjustments, and to that extent the pedal action is 

no longer original as Pease built it.  His construct had the trackers directly fixed to 

the pedal keys and no opportunity for adjustment or for access in the need for 

maintenance of the instrument.  The change has been to introduce a push-down 

sticker to a double acting set of squares, allowing infinite adjustment and easy 

removal of the pedalboard for maintenance.  It is not planned to reinstate the 

workings of the original permanent linking of the pedal board action. 

 

  

 
37  http://www.oswa.org.au/WAOrgans/York/YorkHolyTrinity.html 
38  https://ohta.org.au/wp-content/uploads/JE-Dodd-A-Romantic-Organ-Builder.pdf 
39  J R Elms, OAM, Gazetteer of Western Australian Pipe Organs, 1971, 1999, 2003 and 2004. 
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Provenance and significance 

Because of the unique history of this Albert Pease organ, still in its original location, 

albeit moved within the church, and one of a handful of organs which have historical 

significance in Western Australia, the Parish Council of the Holy Trinity Anglican 

Church are desirous of having the organ fully restored to original condition and 

established for preservation for future generations. 

The organ is in continuous use for regular services in the church, patronal festivals, 

civic events for the Town of York (Christmas Carols, etc.), weddings, funerals, and 

occasional organ concerts.  It is sought after because of the lovely tone it has, 

despite the signs of its age. 

The organ carries another important responsibility, which is to carry on the name of 

the builder.  This is the only organ remaining by Albert Edward Pease in Australia 

and is probably the only remaining organ of his manufacture completely unaltered 

from its original design and construction.  The Alfred Monk organ in nearby Wesley 

Uniting Church benefited from a complete renovation in 2001 and remains in 

excellent condition.  That organ is fully intact, although an original rank of Violin 

Diapason pipes is mounted as a silent display behind the organ to complete the 

historical integrity of that instrument.  The Violin Diapason in the Monk organ was 

changed to a Gemshorn in 1990 and that change has been left in-situ rather than 

risk possible damage to the instrument in trying to reinstate the original rank. 

These two organs together provide a remarkable glimpse of small organ construction 

from the Victorian Era of English organ building. 
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Inspection of the instrument 

Graham Devenish, Pipe Organs WA, and Bruce Duncan, OHTA Director, examined 

the organ at Holy Trinity Church on Saturday 07 December 2019 with the intention 

of revealing matters for consideration in the restoration project.  The following 

narrative describes their findings. 

 

Blower, bellows, trunks and chests 

 

The hand blowing mechanism is still in place.  It should be fully restored and made 

fully operational. 

The double-rise bellows is original.  This element of the organ was refurbished in 

1980.  While the organ is taken down for other works all leathers should be 

replaced.  These leathers are sheepskin, but a more suitable replacement would be 

kangaroo – which was unavailable at the time of construction of this organ.  There is 

visible tearing of the leather hinges to the feeders, thus rendering them 

unserviceable. 

Trunking from the bellows appears to be in good order.  Inspection and 

refurbishment should address required issues such as replacing gaskets, leather 

strips over wood joints. 

Wind chests are original and require inspection and repair for leakages.  The pallet 

felts and leather covers are original and very hard, thus amplifying action noise.  

New felt and leather should be installed using animal glue, as was originally done. 

Tables, sliders, upper boards require further inspection to ensure air tightness but 

apart from some murmurs appear to be serviceable.  Restoration should include 

attention to all these areas restoring their condition to ‘as new’. 

The electric blower is mounted outside the frame of the organ at the rear of the 

instrument.  It is silent and effective and there appears no need to change this 

arrangement.  The blower is to be inspected for wear and tear and any remedial 

work should be carried out. 

 

Action elements 

 

The key desk under-action appears to be operating in good condition.  It should be 

refurbished at the wear points and all bushings and buttons replaced. 

The keyboards need to be removed and adjusted to remove excessive clearances.  

All felts and pins in the keysets are to be inspected and refurbished as required with 
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new timber let in to key pivot pin holes as required and re-drilled.  Guide pins need 

to be adjusted to correct lateral clearance in the keys. 

Many roller board posts are loose, requiring regluing but the cloth bushings for the 

roller axles appear in good condition, at least at the extremities.  It is possible that 

the most used keys do require re-bushing. 

Aluminium squares to the pedal, which are located immediately behind the new 

pedal stickers need to be replaced with wood squares as per original. 

The pedal board in its original configuration could not be properly adjusted because 

trackers were fixed directly to the end of the keys.  Nor could the pedal board be 

removed for maintenance or work.  A recent repair to the pedal action has led to an 

innovative approach to intercepting the action and providing a fully workable and 

adjustable interchange.  The original action is entirely in place up to the first square 

of the roller board.  They do not, however, connect directly to the keys.  A new sub-

action has been provided in the form of large stickers which activate two sets of 

squares, the lower square being the first of the action renewed in 1980.  This leaves 

the pedal board independent of the action and it can be easily removed for and 

adjustment or maintenance work.  All of the original horizontal roller board, trackers 

and side roller boards to the two pedal chests (each side of the instrument) are 

intact.  Posts on the roller-board need securing and possibly re-bushing.  A number 

of the longer vertical trackers need replacement. 

 

 

The combination trundles provide m and f settings for Swell and Great (four 

altogether).  There have been non-original strips of timber added to the trundle 

sides, possibly to take up wear.  Without removal of the extraneous material it is not 

possible to ascertain the intention.  Nonetheless, the trundles and their action should 

be overhauled and refurbished as required.  Springs have been added to ensure 

return of the trundles when depressed and these should be unified throughout. 
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The stop action needs overhauling to remove lost travel, ensuring tightness of pins 

and trundles.  All ferrules and collars of stops require new bushings.   

The hitch-down Swell pedal mechanism needs overhauling with new timber “let in” 

to the worn shoulder on the pedal. 

 

Pipework 

 

All pipework needs cleaning and refurbishing, adjustment of mouth parts for 

consistency in tone and volume across the compass of each rank.  Damaged foot 

cones should be repaired and all pipes tightly secured in their racks 

Pipe racks have collapsed on the great organ in recent years and have been 

stabilised with new wood being let in under the racks.  Originally, all racks were 

pressed onto their respective posts and kept in place by “friction fit”, but over time 

have become loose.  These that have been repaired are strong now, but this method 

of rack installation requires refurbishment and reinforcement.   

Swell Horn Diapason 8’ pipes for the bass of this rank (6 pipes) are mounted outside 

the enclosure and need refurbished lead conveyancing and improvement to their 

mounts. 

 

Casework 

 

The display pipes at the front and right side of the organ are on a teal ground with 

darker banding picked out in an ochre pink and gold.  The pipes have probably not 

been thoroughly cleaned in their lifetime and there has been no apparent attempts 

at preservation of the diapering.  Nonetheless, the original patterns are clearly 

visible.  It is recommended that the pipes be stripped to bare metal/wood, be 

completely cleaned and reconditioned (there is some damage to mouths, probably 

by mice), given a new ground of the original teal and all banding and stencil work 

renewed in original colours.  Where there is gold paint, it should be reapplied in gold 

leaf. 
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All case work, structure and panel timbers need to be refurbished.  Care is to be 

taken to preserve name carvings, particularly in the area of the hand bellows handle, 

because they are likely to represent younger members of the congregation who 

were engaged in pumping the organ, thus providing a historical link to previous 

generations. 

 

 

The corbels under each tower have sagged and require strengthening and refitting. 

 

 

The original transom and impost rails carry a crenelated top and a three-circle 

emblem.  It is not overly well finished.  The restoration of the instrument should 

preserve that visual aspect and not try to improve on the appearance of the 

instrument. 
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The console has been altered at some point by the removal of a triple section slide 

out key cover and the installation of glass-fronted doors mounted on a boxed case.  

The boxed case and glass doors should be removed.  The original key cover will 

require remaking (parts are missing) and there is enough original material for a 

replica to be constructed.  The slide runners are badly worn and new ones need to 

be manufactured.  The mirror is not original, although it is old.  A suitable Victorian 

Era mirror should be fitted. 

 

 

An air volume indicator (tell-tale) was once installed at the console and at the hand 

bellows pump (left side of the case).  Original fittings should be sourced and 

installed and correctly calibrated to indicate air volume. 

The console has one brass candle holder still in-situ.  If there was another it is no 

longer present, and a suitable partner should be found for the existing one.  The 

candle holder should be refurbished to as-new condition.   

Electrical switches have been indiscriminately added to the console over a period of 

time, operating the blower and lighting to the music rack and pedal.  The present 

electrical components should be removed entirely and replaced with discrete 

devices.  As a possibility, air and light switches could be made in the form of original 

stops and be mounted in the jambs.  Console lighting is to be provided in a suitably 

discrete manner. 

The wooden pins and dowels of the console are worn or have receded inside 

woodwork, causing slide-in panels to be loose and poor fitting.  All dowels and pins 

to be refurbished to original specification. 

There is an amount of electrical cabling inside the case, including external lighting 

and parts of PA systems.  All of this should be rationalised, and any unwarranted 
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items removed.  Where there are service lights or other modern fittings they should 

be discretely wired and mounted. 

The swell box appears in good condition.  It should be thoroughly inspected and 

cleaned when empty, resealed and repainted. 
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Recommended progress 

The intention of this report is to bring the organ at Holy Trinity Anglican Church, 

York, to the attention of the Organ historical Trust of Australia. 

The church would like to see the full restoration of the Albert Edward Pease organ 

carried out so that it can remain a viable instrument and an example of its period for 

future generations. 

The organ is completely playable, all original pipework remain in the instrument, all 

of the original building frame, casework, chests and most of the action remain in the 

instrument.  There are some additional items that should be removed to bring the 

organ back to original condition and there is one new piece of work (the detachable 

action for the pedal board) that is recommended to be retained because it improves 

the organ from the original build. 

The church is unlikely to be able to fund the bulk of the cost of the project, being a 

very small country parish with little likelihood of substantial growth and increase in 

income.  They are, however, humbly aware of the stewardship they have for this 

unique instrument, and they are of the belief that a component of their stewardship 

is to ensure the preservation of the organ. 

It is expected that a ball-park figure for the complete restoration of the organ will be 

around $100,000, but that figure is for discussion purposes only.  There has not 

been a tendering process engaged at this stage because the church cannot go 

ahead with the project on their own volition and in their own capability. 

Therefore, the church has asked me to compile this document to present to OHTA in 

order that consideration might be given to: 

1. Commencing a fund-raising tax-deductible fund. 

2. Determining if OHTA is able to source funding for this project to go ahead, 

understanding that it is likely the church cannot contribute most of the 

required finance. 

3. Providing guidance as to how the project may develop further and in good 

time. 

I write these things, asking your favourable consideration of this worthy project and 

seeking your advice as to what steps should ensue. 

 Dr Bruce Duncan, JP 
 Director, Organ Historical Trust of Australia 

 Organist, Holy Trinity Anglican Church 

 On behalf of the Parish Council, Holy Trinity Anglican Church, York. 

 

 Sunday 05th January 2020. 


